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ABSTRACT 

A key issue in interactive storytelling is how to generate stories 

which are, at the same time, interesting and coherent. On the one 

hand, it is desirable to provide means for the user to intervene in 

the story. On the other hand, it is necessary to guarantee that user 

intervention will not introduce events that violate the rules of the 

intended genre. This paper describes LOGTELL, a tool we have 

been developing for interactively generating and dramatizing 

stories. We focus on the specification of a formal logic model for 

events and characters' behaviour. Based on the model, the user 

can interact with the tool at various levels, obtaining a variety of 

stories agreeable to individual tastes, within the imposed 

coherence requirements. The system alternates stages of goal 

inference, planning, user intervention and 3D visualization. Our 

experiments have shown that the system can be used not only for 

entertainment but also to help in the creation and adaptation of 

stories in conformity with a specified genre.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the convergence of games and filmmaking has 

been seen as an opportunity to create storytelling systems in 

which authors, audience, and virtual agents engage in a 

collaborative experience [15]. The resulting systems may be 

useful for many different purposes such as writing literary texts, 

education and training, modelling and decision making and, of 

course, entertainment. Different approaches have been proposed, 

using techniques and concepts from many areas such as Computer 

Graphics, Artificial Intelligence, Cognitive Science, Literature 

and Psychology. The suitability of each approach depends on the 

goal of each application. 

A first decision to be made before implementing a storytelling 

system is whether it should be able to actually 
�����"	�� �

 stories or 

only to enable the user to 
� �����

 different stories based on previously 

computed sequences of actions. In the first case, the opportunities 

of interaction and the variety of different stories tend to be 

greater, but the coherence of the chaining of actions is more 

difficult to be kept. 

A second important point corresponds to the focus of the story 

models. The focus can be either on characters or on plots. In a �"<�	��
	���� ����/:0�	����� 
 approach, the storyline usually results from the 

real-time interaction among virtual autonomous agents. The main 

advantage of a character-based model is the ability of anytime 

user intervention, which means that the user may interfere with 

the ongoing action of any character in the story, thereby altering 

the plot as it unfolds. Although powerful in terms of interaction, 

such an extreme interference level may lead the plot to 

unexpected situations or miss essential predefined events. 

Additionally, there is no guarantee that narratives emerging from 

the interaction of parameterized autonomous agents will be 

complex enough to create an interesting drama. By contrast, in (,� ����/10�	��
�� 
 models, characters should follow rigid rules specified 

by a plot. A fundamental inspiration for plot-based approaches 

has been the seminal work of Vladimir Propp in the field of 

literature [13], at the beginning of the twentieth century. Propp 

observed that significant actions within a narrative of a certain 

genre (in his case, Fairy Tales) can be associated with functions 

which occur in certain typical sequences. In pure plot-based 

approaches, user intervention might be more limited, but it is 

usually easier to guarantee coherence and dramatic power. 

A third decision is whether stories should be told using a first- or 

a third-person = ���>?()�� ���  (cf. the notion of 
������	��  @�	��  ���

 in 
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narratology studies [1]). First-person tends to be more suitable for 

approaches closer to games and third-person for those inspired by 

writing and filmmaking. 

Finally, it is necessary to choose between a ������� � � 	 �  and a 
 ��� �� ����� � � 	 �  behaviour for the characters. In the first case, 

efficiency is the main advantage, but modelling an intelligent 

behaviour is more complicated and the alternatives for the agents 

tend to be more limited. In the second case, planning and 

reasoning techniques are usually applied to simulate an intelligent 

behaviour, but performance is often affected, which might be a 

problem, especially if the story generation occurs at real-time. 

LOGTELL is based on modelling and simulation. The idea behind  

LOGTELL is to capture the logics of a genre through a temporal 

logic model and then verify what kind of stories can be generated 

by simulation combined with user intervention. In this way, we 

focus not simply on different ways of telling stories but on the 

dynamic creation of plots. The model is composed of typical 

events and goal-inference rules. Plots are generated by multiple 

cycles of goal-inference, planning and user intervention. 

Specifically, we try to conciliate both plot-based and character-

based modelling. On the one hand, we borrowed from Propp's 

ideas, but tried to extend his rather informal notion of function. 

Typical events are described by parameterized operations with 

pre-conditions and post-conditions, so that planning algorithms 

can be used for simulation. On the other hand, character-based 

modelling is added under the form of goal-inference rules for each 

kind of character, specifying how situations can bring about new 

goals for the characters.  

Instead of creating an immersive experience in which the user 

takes part in the story as one of the characters, we try to explore 

the possibilities of generating a large variety of coherent stories. 

For this reason, our stories are told with a third-person viewpoint. 

User intervention is always indirect. During the simulation, the 

user can intervene either passively, just letting the partially-

generated plots that seem interesting to be continued, or, in a 

more active way, trying to force the occurrence of events and 

situations. These are rejected by the system whenever there is no 

way to change the story to accommodate the intervention. Plot 

dramatization can be activated for exhibiting the final as also the 

partial plots. During the dramatization, characters are represented 

by actors in a 3D-world. During the performance of an event, 

low-level planning is used to detail the tasks involved in each 

event. In order to integrate dramatization and plot generation, we 

decided to implement our own graphical engine, so that we could 

guarantee the compatibility between the logical model of our plots 

and the corresponding graphical dramatization. 

Section 2 describes related work in the area of storytelling. 

Section 3 presents LOGTELL's overall architecture. Section 4 

describes the main features of the Interactive Plot Generator 

(IPG), which is the kernel of the system. Section 5 illustrates the 

user interaction with LOGTELL to generate stories. Section 6 

shows how generated plots are dramatized. Section 7 exemplifies 

the use of the tool. Section 8 contains our concluding remarks. 

2. RELATED WORK 
The approach adopted in the DEFACTO project [17] uses 

successive evaluations of rules to control the generation of an 

interactive story where the user is the protagonist. The interaction 

among characters� goals is explicitly represented and an 

Aristotelian conception of plot is used to lead the story to a 

climax and then resolve it. The chaining of events, however, is not 

explained by pre- and post-conditions, making the control of what 

can and what cannot occur more complex. Additionally, it does 

not allow the use of planning algorithms to explore sequences of 

events, instead of single events, for the achievement of goals. The 

need of user intervention seems to be high if one wishes to 

generate a complete plot. Goals are inferred by means of rules 

analyzing the current situation, but the choice of actions to 

achieve goals seems to be more reactive than deliberative. In 

LOGTELL, the interaction among characters� goals is embedded 

in the goal-inference rules. In our plot generation phase (in 

contrast with our dramatization phase) we are not concerned 

about quickly choosing a single coherent course of action, 

because plot generation and dramatization occur at different 

times. Our objective is to explore many alternatives and select the 

most interesting ones. 

The approach described in [2] adopts a character-based model to 

make user interventions at any possible time. Characters are 

autonomous agents, executing plans to achieve their goals, and, 

from their interactions, it is expected that a narrative will 

eventually emerge. Users are spectators but can �physically� 

interact with the context and even advise characters, affecting 

their decisions and the resulting stories. In order to decide, at real-

time, the actions to be performed, characters consult a 

Hierarchical Task Network (HTN), corresponding to pre-

compiled plans. In this way, the system does not have to pay the 

price of using problem-solving planners while presenting a 3D 

animation. It might demand more effort to model the behaviour of 

the characters, but it makes sense if one does not consider 

maximizing the alternatives as a requirement. The main doubt 

about pure character-based approaches is to what extent dramatic 

and engaging narratives may actually result. The task seems to be 

easier with genres like sitcoms, wherein the climax of a story is 

not so clearly distinguishable. 

The use of Propp�s ideas in pure plot-based approaches leads to 

systems more concerned with the guidance of interactive stories 

than with their generation [16,8]. For each �Proppian� function 

within a story of a certain genre, such systems present alternatives 

to be chosen by the users. Still, we claim that to obtain an 

effective method to generate stories, it is necessary to extend 

Propp�s ideas, adding semantics to the functions (and to their 

specializations), so that preconditions, effects and goals can be 

fully expressed.  

The Teatrix environment [10] uses Propp�s functions to model 

synthetic characters that interact with other characters, directed by 

children, in a virtual world. Each child directs one character and 

the synthetic characters are autonomous. All characters have a 

role in the story, specifying the functions in which they can take 

part. Synthetic characters have goals that change according to the 

situation. They plan and try to execute actions (i.e. functions) 

according to their roles. The approach seems interesting for 

education, but the control of the consistency of actions and goals 

and the generation of dramatic situations are not guaranteed. 

Additionally, the use of pre-defined plans in the planning process 

can enhance the performance, but might limit the amount of 

different stories that can be generated. 
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The interactive drama FAÇADE [9] integrates characteristics of 

both plot-based and character-based approaches. A drama 

manager is responsible for maintaining the story state. Characters 

have autonomy most of the time, but their goals and their 

behaviour can be changed by the drama manager, to move the plot 

forward. The interactive story has the user as the protagonist. The 

drama manager automatically selects �����������  to be played. 
� �����	���  

are composed of 
	������ , which define the granularity of the 

interaction between characters and plots. The user can directly 

interfere in the execution of a beat, determining how the rest of 

the scene will be played. The approach separates higher-level 

goals, important for the story, from lower-level goals, more 

specific of the autonomous behaviour of the characters. Such 

separation can also be found in LOGTELL. The generation phase 

deals only with higher-level goals, which are essential for the 

creation of plots. Lower-level goals are assigned to actors when 

they have to dramatize an event. The main differences between 

LOGTELL and FAÇADE result from the objectives of each 

system. In FAÇADE, the focus is on letting the user experience a 

story from a first-person perspective. The interaction occurs then 

at real-time, at the level of the beats. In LOGTELL, we focus on 

the generation of a maximum of different and coherent stories 

with a third-person viewpoint. The interaction basically occurs 

during the generation phase. The user is not allowed to interfere in 

the dramatization phase.  

The system Erasmatron [5] is intended to support the authoring 

process of interactive stories. It tries to balance plot-based and 

character-based approaches by using the notions of verbs and 

sentences. Actions are represented by verbs with roles assigned to 

characters to form sentences. Such a proposal is close to the way 

we extended Propp�s functions in LOGTELL. Functions are 

implemented as logical operations, with parameters, pre- and 

post-conditions.  

The use of planning in [14] to create plots has many similarities 

with the decisions made while implementing LOGTELL. In both 

approaches, a non-linear, least-commitment planner is used to 

create plots, conciliating actions of many different characters. The 

main difference is that LOGTELL does not assume the existence 

of one goal for the story as a whole. Instead, at the beginning of 

the story and after each planning phase, we use goal-inference 

rules (defined in a temporal modal logic) to consider new goals 

induced, for the various characters, by situations arising from the 

part of the plot so far generated. On the other hand, plans 

generated according to [14] incorporate information explaining 

the intention of the actions, which can be useful to help in the 

dramatization of a plot, in particular to choose a convincing order 

of events. In LOGTELL, it is up to the user to choose a 

compatible total order of events. 

3. LOGTELL�S ARCHITECTURE 
LOGTELL comprises a number of distinct modules to provide 

support for generation, interaction (management) and 

visualization of interactive plots, as shown in Figure 1. The 

arrows represent the dataflow. The general architecture can be 

seen as a pipeline where data is transformed from morphological 

functions into real-time 3D animations dramatized by virtual 

actors handled by a graphical engine.  

The interface of the system is the Plot Manager. The generation of 

plots by the Interactive Plot Generator (IPG) is started by the Plot 

Manager, which receives the partial plots generated so far and 

allows the user to intervene in the generation process. In order to 

visualize the dramatization of a plot (final or partial), the user 

chooses a compatible total order of events, because IPG generates 

only a partial order, and asks the Plot Manager to activate the 

Drama Manager. 

Database 

Plot Manager 

Interactive Plot 

Generator (IPG) 

Context Control 

Module (CCM) 

Drama 

Manager 

Graphical Engine 

User

 
 

Actor 

 

Figure 1: LOGTELL's architecture. 

The Interactive Plot Generator performs simulations using the 

context specified by the user. Constraints on partial plots, 

informed by users to the Plot Manager at interaction phases, are 

taken into consideration when the simulation process is continued. 

The Drama Manager is responsible for the dramatization of the 

plot. It controls actors for each character in a 3D environment 

running on our game engine. During the dramatization, the Drama 

Manager consults IPG to keep the coherence between logical and 

graphical representations.  

For the time being, the context of the stories is directly accessed 

by the modules and there is a certain replication of data. IPG uses 

files directly specifying the logical context in Prolog and the 

Drama Manager uses its own graphical and logical data. To 

eliminate compatibility problems, we are currently implementing 

the Context Control Module (CCM) to store all data in a single 

database and format them to be used by the other modules. We 

are also extending our interface to help the user to specify the 

context via the Plot Manager. 

4. PLOT GENERATION 
IPG [3] semi-automatically generates plots of narratives of a 

certain genre. Narratives could be both of literary genres and of 

more mundane ones, such as the context of an information system 

[6]. In the latter case, IPG is used to simulate systems and help in 

decision-making. In its use for entertainment, the focus is on 

checking the logical coherence of a genre and its characters and 

exploring the variety of stories that can be generated. 

The context for the creation of stories comprises the following 

items: (a) an initial configuration, introducing the characters and 

their initial situation, as well as the description of the scenarios 

and other static features needed for the generation of stories; (b) a 

set of logical rules, to infer goals to be pursued by each character, 

as certain situations arise in the course of plots; and (c) a library 

of operations in which characters can take part (typical to the 

chosen genre). 

The initial configuration is specified by a database state to be 

modified by the execution of operations. Examples of possible � �	����  stored in this database in a fairy tale context, using a Prolog 

notation, could be: character(villain, dragon): �The dragon is a 
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villain.�; villain_state(dragon, strength, 0.5): �The initial 

dragon�s strength level is 0.5�; and hero_state(knight, 

princess,0.2): �The initial affection level between the knight and 

the princess is 0.2�.  

Facts from the initial configuration might be modified by ������� ���  
(denoted by executions of operations). The library of operations 

specifies the kinds of events that may occur in the narratives, 

designed in anticipation of the character�s goals. For each 

operation, the following data are supplied: (a) a list of arguments, 

indicating the roles played by the characters involved in the event, 

and other features of the corresponding actions; (b) a list of pre-

conditions, specifying facts that should hold prior to the execution 

of the operation;  (c) a list of post-conditions, specifying facts that 

hold immediately after the execution of the operation; and (d) its 

representation, specifying details about the exhibition of an event 

effected by the operation. 

In the fairy tale context �the kidnapping of the victim� is an 

operation. Usual pre-conditions are that �the victim should 

presently be fragile� and that �both the victim and the villain 

should be present at the victim�s land�. Post-conditions specify 

that �the victim will be captured by the villain� and �both the 

villain and the victim will be at the villain�s land�. The 

representation of events based on this operation would involve the 

specification of smaller-grain actions, such as: the villain getting 

closer to the victim, grasping the victim and taking him/her to the 

villain�s land. 

During the generation phase, plots are represented by partially-

ordered sets of events. Partial rather than total ordering is a 

consequence of the use of non-linear planning during the 

simulation, establishing temporal constraints only when 

necessary, which makes the conciliation of goals easier. As a 

consequence, the truth of a fact at a certain time might depend on 

the final total order that will be chosen later. For instance, 

suppose there are two events without a predefined order between 

them: �the knight gets stronger� and �the knight fights the 

dragon�. Depending on the order, the knight's strength will vary at 

the time he fights the dragon. 

For each class of characters, there are �
	������� �������������������� � � , 
specifying, in a temporal modal logic formalism [4], the goals that 

the characters of the class will have when certain situations occur 

during a narrative. The rules use the following meta-predicates to 

speak about the occurrence of an event or the truth value of a 

literal (a fact or a negation of a fact) at certain times: 

h(T,LITERAL): LITERAL is necessarily true at time T; 

p(T,LITERAL): LITERAL is possibly true at time T;  and 

e(T,LITERAL): LITERAL is established at time T;  and 

o(T,EVENT): EVENT occurred at time T.  In order to express 

constraints relating variables, there are two additional meta-

predicates: h(CONSTRAINT): CONSTRAINT is necessarily 

true; and p(CONSTRAINT): CONSTRAINT is possibly true. 

An example of goal-inference rule, appropriate to the context of 

fairy tales, is: �when the victim becomes fragile, the villain will 

regard that as an opportunity and will have the goal of kidnapping 

the victim�. Another possible rule is that �when the victim is 

kidnapped, the hero will feel motivated to free the victim�. This 

last rule, is represented in our logic as follows: 

�(VIC,T1,VIL) e(T1,kidnapped(VIC,VIL) o   

�T2 h(T2,� (kidnapped(VIC,VIL))) � h(T2>T1) 

It is important to notice that the rules do not determine the 

specific reaction of a character. They only indicate goals to be 

pursued somehow. The events that will eventually achieve the 

goals are determined by the planning algorithm. 

The generation of a plot starts by inferring goals of characters 

from the initial configuration. Given this initial input, the system 

uses a planner that inserts events in the plot in order to allow the 

characters to try to fulfill their goals. When the planner detects 

that all goals have been either achieved or abandoned, the first 

stage of the process is finished. The partial plot then generated is 

presented to the user by means of the Plot Manager and can 

optionally be dramatized. If the user does not like the partial plot, 

IPG can be asked to generate another alternative. If the user 

accepts the plot generated so far, the process continues by 

inferring new goals from the situations generated in the first stage. 

If new goals are inferred, the planner is activated again to fulfill 

them. The process alternates goal-inference, planning and user 

interference until the moment the user decides to stop or no new 

goal is inferred. 

Notice that, in this process, we mix forward and backward 

reasoning. In the goal-inference phase, we adopt forward 

reasoning: situations in the past generate goals to be fulfilled in 

the future. In the planning phase, an event inserted in the plot for 

the achievement of a goal might have unsatisfied pre-conditions, 

handled through backward reasoning. To establish them, the 

planner might insert previous events with further unfulfilled pre-

conditions, and so on. 

The user can also force the occurrence of events at certain times. 

For instance, in a fairy tale context, the user could well insert �the 

wedding of the knight with the princess�. It is also possible to 

specify that some situations should be true at certain times along 

the narrative, leaving to the system the job of planning the events 

that bring about such situations. It should be possible to say, for 

instance, that �the knight will be weaker than the dragon at a 

certain time�. This kind of intervention is allowed both at the 

beginning of the process and at the pauses occurring between two 

simulation cycles. The planner tries to conciliate both inferred 

goals and user specified events and situations. 

We use a non-linear planner implemented in Prolog, adapted from 

[19] with extensions. A non-linear planner, as suggested before, 

seems more suitable because it uses a least-commitment strategy. 

Constraints (including the order of events) are established only 

when necessary, making easier the conciliation of various goals. 

Features to permit the abandonment of goals were included, and 

also constraint programming techniques for dealing with 

numerical pre-conditions.  

Our plots are not restricted to incorporating only successful plans. 

In trying to provide adequate means for handling negative 

interactions happening along a plot, we realized that the solution 

of conflicts and competitions sometimes requires the presence of 

totally or partially ������ ���  plans, which conventional plan 

generators reject. When a goal is abandoned, events occurring 

prior to the moment of abandonment must be kept as part of the 

narrative, and thus influence its continuation. We use two main 

mechanisms to handle goal abandonment and competitive plan 

execution: ��	������ � � 	�������
	��� �  and  ����� � �����
	��� � . A conditional goal 

has attached to it a 
� ������� ���� condition, which the planner must 

check to determine whether the goal should still be pursued. 
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Limited goals are those that are tried once only, and have an 

associated � � ��� �  (expressed as a natural number). The limit 

restricts the number of new events that can be inserted to achieve 

the goal. 

5. USER INTERACTION 
The underlying philosophy of the system consists of providing the 

user with efficient means for exploring coherent alternatives that 

the story may allow, and for guiding the plot at the level of events 

and characters� goals. The user has direct control only over the 

Plot Manager. This module, in turn, communicates with IPG to 

execute plot generation and enforce coherence, and with the 

Drama Manager to control plot visualization. The Plot Manager 

[11] comprises the user graphical interface (in Java), whereby the 

user can participate in the choice of the events that will figure in 

the plot and decide on their final sequence (Figure 2). Each event 

is represented by a rectangular box that may assume a specific 

color according to its current status. 

 

Figure 2: Interface of the Plot Manager. 

The user neither has direct control over the scene, nor over the 

characters themselves. User intervention is always indirect, in the 

sense that any user intervention must be validated by IPG before 

being incorporated to the story. 

Plot generation and dramatization are two separate processes, in 

contrast to pure character-based approaches, where user 

interaction affects plot structuring at real-time. This means that 

only during the simulation process the user has an opportunity to 

intervene in the creation of the plot.  

As explained in the previous section, plots result from goals that 

the characters aim to achieve. At each simulation step, new goals 

may be inferred and automatically added to the plot, which causes 

the insertion of a new set of events. The events inserted in the plot 

so far are sent to the graphical interface for user intervention via 

the Plot Manager, which offers two commands for automatic plot 

generation: another and continue. The command another, 

requests from IPG an alternative solution to achieve the same 

goals of the step just finished. The command continue asks IPG 

to try to infer new goals and continue the simulation process.  

The user intervention may be either ���	��
  or �� ������ . In a weak 

intervention, the user just selects partially-generated plots that 

seem interesting from his/her perspective to continue the 

simulation. This weak form of intervention usually leads the plot 

to situations that the author of the story has devised beforehand.  

The Plot Manager also offers two complementary means for 

strong intervention in the creation of more personalized stories. 

Firstly, the command insert situation allows users to specify 

situations that should occur at specific times along the plot by 

inserting some additional goal to be reached. The specific details 

of how the goal will be accomplished are left to IPG, which is 

charged to find a solution, if one exists, using the planning 

algorithm. It must be noted that, in view of performance 

considerations, a valid computable plan may fail to be obtained if 

the search limits currently configured in IPG are exceeded. As in 

the purely automatic generation, the user may confirm the 

solution (by indicating continue) or request an alternative 

(another), which (as said before), is a case of weak intervention. 

Secondly, at a lower interaction level, the user is allowed to 

explicitly insert events into the plot with the command insert 

event. To make the insertions valid, the user must invoke IPG 

through the continue command. At this moment, all user defined 

events are submitted to IPG, which runs the planning algorithm to 

check whether they are consistent with the ongoing plot. If not, 

IPG tries to fulfill possible unsatisfied constraints by inserting 

further new events in a specific order. The user may also remove 

user defined events that were not yet incorporated to (or were 

rejected by) the planner.  

There is one kind of user interaction that is actually mandatory 

and must be done before dramatization, namely the conversion of 

the partially-ordered generated plan into a strict sequence, thereby 

completing the composition of a proper plot. Notice that, if the 

simulation is resumed afterwards, this addition of new temporal 

constraints is also an intervention, because it can affect the 

inference of new goals. To determine the sequence,  the user 

connects the events in a sequential order of his/her choice, 

respecting the temporal constraints supplied by IPG. The plot�s 

configuration emerges as the user moves the cursor to draw edges 

linking the event boxes, starting from the root. To help the user in 

this process, we use colors to distinguish events that are already 

connected (yellow), events that � in view of the temporal 

constraints � can be immediately connected (green) or cannot yet 

be connected (red). The starting root is blue and the current event 

being rendered is cyan. To connect two event boxes, the user must 

click with the mouse over the origin and drag over the destiny 

(the same process is used to remove a link between two events). 

Once the current plot (or part of it) is thus connected into a linear 

sequence, it can be dramatized by invoking the Drama Manager 

with the render command. 

The tool also offers a facility for querying the IPG module about 

the state of any element of the narrative at a specific time Ti, 

using our temporal modal logic. This feature is helpful for 

advanced users to find out, for instance, why an event or goal is 

not being allowed, and for authors intent on revising and tuning 

the story requirements. 

6. DRAMATIZATION 
We have developed our own engine, implemented in C++, to 

support the graphical representation of the plots [11]. It uses the 

OpenGL graphical API to support real-time rendering of the 3D 

elements. Characters in a generated plot are regarded as ���	� �����  for 

the dramatization. Each actor is implemented as a materialized 

reactive 3D agent. The graphical engine does not have to perform 

any intelligent processing. It is merely responsible for rendering, 

at each frame, the scene and the current actors� aspect and 

movements, resulting from real-time interactions with the scene 

and, occasionally, with other actors. In doing that, it follows the 

ordered sequence of events generated at the previous stages of 
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simulation. The Drama Manager is the module that synchronizes 

and temporizes characters� actions, as also the overall graphical 

representation. 

6.1 Dramatization Control 
The Drama Manager's job is not limited to assigning the actions 

that characters must perform. It translates symbolic events into 

fully realized 3D visual graphical animations, guaranteeing the 

synchronism and logical coherence between the intended world 

and its graphical representation. As received from IPG, the plot is 

organized as a sequence of events, each one associated with a 

discrete time instant, and their effects are supposed to occur 

instantaneously. For the purposes of visualization, a different 

concept of time is used. The simulation occurs in continuous real-

time and the duration of an event rendering is not previously 

known. Variable attributes change as the event is dramatized. In 

order to make logical and graphical representations compatible, 

the values of the variables before the dramatization of each event 

must agree with the pre-conditions of the event and the values at 

the end with its post-conditions. 

The dramatization starts by the selection of a specific event and 

the execution of the command render in the Plot Manager.  All 

subsequent chained events from this point on are visualized, 

unless the user interrupts the process. When an event is activated 

for rendering, the engine uses the current values of the pertinent 

attributes as a starting point for the representation. For 

guaranteeing that the scene remains logically compatible with the 

plot, the user is not allowed to start visualizing events from an 

arbitrary point. An event can only be rendered if the preceding 

one has already been processed. Plot dramatization, however, can 

be activated many times for exhibiting both final and partial plots. 

If the user orders a second dramatization of the same plot, it can 

start from any previously dramatized event. To do that, when each 

event starts to be dramatized, the engine stores in a local database 

all the attributes of all actors and objects of the scene, having as 

entry key the event's time.  

The user can alternate between plot generation and dramatization. 

In this case, after a dramatization, new events and time constraints 

can be added either by the user or by IPG. If dramatization is 

activated again, it can start only at events that occur before the 

modifications. 

The Drama Manager converts all events into actions, which are 

delegated to specific actors, at specific times, according to the 

plot order of events. Whenever an event finishes, the Drama 

Manager asks the Plot Manager to give it the next event. If none 

exists, the dramatization stops. The dramatization of an event 

ends when the involved actors(s) finish to enact the associated 

graphical representation. In our experiments, this may take from a 

few seconds to one minute, depending on the kind of event and on 

the scenario features. 

6.2 The Scene 
For the graphical representation of the plots, according to the 

genre of the story being represented, the engine loads a specific 

scenario. The scenario is represented by a hand-built 3D 

environment that is suitable for the events and characters the story 

is supposed to contain, taking into consideration the conventions 

of the genre (e.g. castles in fairy tales).  

During the engine initialization, the Drama Manager queries IPG 

about the state of the actors, including location and other 

attributes. From this moment on, only the synchronism previously 

explained is used to maintain coherence. 

Because most events have an association with the place where 

they are performed, actors  should be constrained, while moving 

through the scene, to maintain graphical coherence with respect to 

how they follow the plot directions. Buildings, such as castles and 

other genre-related objects, serve, more than as an ornament, as a 

conditioning factor to orient the displacements of the characters, 

the absolute and relative position where an action is to be 

executed, and the form to treat collisions. We make use of terrain 

reasoning and path-planning based on waypoints [12]. 

6.3 The Actors 
Actors have a geometric structure amenable to graphical 

representation, and a minimum of planning capabilities, at a low 

level of detail. Since actors are expected to play the assigned 

roles, and must plan in order to achieve an adequate performance, 

some simple planning resources become indispensable, so that, in 

real-time, an actor be able to make decisions and to schedule the 

necessary micro-actions. In general, simple path-finding 

algorithms and direct inter-agent communication schemes are 

sufficient. Each actor must also incorporate behaviours for 

interacting with the physical environment and with the other 

actors. Contrary to the generality of the IPG planner, the local 

planning of each actor must be simplified to ensure short response 

times.  

During graphical representation, all control of actions each actor 

is supposed to perform is made by the Drama Manager. It acts as 

a director that coordinates sequences of linear or parallel actions 

performed by the whole cast. It continuously monitors the 

representation process, activating new tasks whenever the 

previous ones have been finished. As a director, it also controls 

the positioning of the (virtual) camera, which an option of 

LOGTELL permits to be transferred to the user.  

For IPG, as the number of characters increase, the computational 

effort required to control such characters and their interactions 

may become prohibitive. However, the use of fewer characters í a 

small number of actors, consequently í may lead to poor 

graphical representations. The test scenario, based on fairy tales, 

that was used as an example in this paper (see section 7) features 

two heroes, one villain and one victim. To enhance the diversity 

and liveliness of plots, but also to turn the representation more 

realistic, we introduced a supporting cast, consisting of groups of 

soldiers (guardians) in charge of the protection of locations where 

the leading actors live, and where several actions take place. As 

opposed to the leading actors, whose actions are predetermined by 

the plot, these extras are endowed with a higher although still 

limited level of behavioural autonomy.  

As will be seen in section 7, for the purposes of our example IPG 

totally ignores and not even distinguishes individual extras, since 

only as groups they have some influence over the plot conduction. 

For instance, when the plot is being represented, the graphical 

engine queries IPG about the current protection level of each 

location. At this moment, a proportional number of guardians is 

inserted into the scenario, together with the leading characters. 

We feel that, either as partially or fully autonomous graphical 

entities, supporting actors do contribute to enrich plot 
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visualization. The autonomy of actors, in particular the extras, 

leaves them free to perform certain actions randomly, such as 

walking in different directions. When they are required to 

participate in some plot event, which has always a higher priority, 

the Drama Manager makes them interrupt momentarily whatever 

they were doing. The autonomous actions are restricted to not 

interfering in the execution of the plot (e.g. the guardians cannot 

inadvertently kill a leading actor). 

7. TEST SCENARIO 
The test scenario created for LOGTELL corresponds to a small 

sub-class of the popular Swords and Dragons genre. The possible 

events were modeled by just a few parameterized operations, 

which can nevertheless generate a considerable variety of 

different plots. The specified operations were the following: 

go(CH,PL): �character CH goes to place PL�; 

reduce_protection(PL): �the protection of place PL (represented 

by the number of guardians) is spontaneously reduced�; 

kidnap(VILLAIN,VICTIM): �character VILLAIN kidnaps 

character VICTIM�; attack(CH,PL): �character CH attacks place 

PL (fighting the guardians)�; fight(CH1,CH2): �character CH1 

fights character CH2�; kill(CH1,CH2): character CH1 kills 

character CH2�; free(HERO,VICTIM): �character HERO frees 

character VICTIM, raising the degree of affection of VICTIM for 

HERO�; marry(CH1,CH2): �character CH1 marries character 

CH2�; and get_stronger(CH): �strength level of character CH is 

raised (by a magical power)�. 

 

Figure 3: First example of a generated plot. 

The model of the genre was completed by the following goal-

inference rules, presented here in English for simplicity: (a) �If a 

character plays the role of a victim, this character will 

spontaneously do something that puts her/him in a less protected 

situation�; (b) �If the protection level of a victim is reduced, the 

villain will want to kidnap the victim�; (c) �if a victim is 

kidnapped, a hero will want to free the victim�; and (d) �if the 

affection levels of two characters vis-à-vis each other exceeds 

0.95, they will want to marry�. 

In order to generate the stories, we defined an initial state with the 

following information: �Marian is a princess (a potential victim), 

who lives in her castle. Brian and Hoel are knights (the heroes). 

Draco is a dragon (the villain) and lives in its castle. Each place 

has a certain protection level, given by guardians of the princess 

(positive protection) or guardians of the dragon (negative). Each 

character has a certain strength level necessary for fighting. The 

heroes already have a high affection for the princess. Marian does 

not have any special affection for any of the knights�. 

 

Figure 4: Second example of a generated plot. 

Using the tool, it is possible to generate many different plots such 

as those shown in Figures 3 and 4, which were obtained by means 

of only weak interventions. Figure 5 shows some snapshots of the 

dramatization of these plots. 

   

(a)   (b) 

   

(c)   (d) 

Figure 5: a) Scenario. b) Draco attacking Marian�s castle.  c) 

Brian attacking Draco�s castle to save Marian. d) Hoel 

meeting Marian before getting married. 

Plot in Figure 3 is simpler and tells the classical story: �The 

protection of Marian�s castle is reduced. Draco regards that as an 

opportunity to kidnap her. Draco then goes to Marian�s Castle, 

attacks the castle and kidnaps Marian. As a noble knight, Brian 

feels compelled to save her. He goes to Draco�s Castle, attacks 

Draco�s castle twice and then fights Draco. Finally, Brian kills 

Draco and frees Marian, who starts loving Brian as a result. 

Motivated by their mutual affection, Brian and Marian go to the 

church and marry each other.�  
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Plot in Figure 4 is equal until the point where Marian is 

kidnapped, but, after that, it can be summarized as follows: �As 

noble knights, Brian and Hoel feel compelled to save her. Both 

knights go then to Draco�s castle and attack the castle. Brian 

fights Draco and defeats the dragon. Hoel frees Marian and she 

falls in love with him and they get married. In spite of doing most 

of the hard work to save Marian, Brian is not able to marry the 

princess.�  

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Having implemented a prototype version of LOGTELL, we have 

been able to run a number of experiments, which seem to 

demonstrate that combining goal inference, plan generation and 

user participation constitutes a promising strategy towards the 

production of plots which are both interesting and coherent. 

Moreover, our modelling method, based on temporal logic, has 

proved adequate to capture the conventions of genres 

encompassing stories with a high degree of regularity, such as 

fairy tales (as one could foresee, in view of Propp's seminal work) 

and, consequently, simple Swords and Dragons narratives. 

On the negative side, we must admit that modern and post modern 

genres, with their emphasis on the "transgression" of any 

conventions should not be so easy to formalize in any way. To our 

surprise, we came to realize that, on the contrary, the application 

domains covered by most business information systems offer an 

excellent opportunity for the application of our approach [4]. 

Systems, such as banking, are obviously constrained by providing 

a basically inflexible set of operations and, generally, by 

following strict and explicitly formulated rules. We have also run 

a number of experiments with such "practical" real-life domains 

(although only with the IPG simulator until now). Also, plan 

generation is unfortunately limited by computational complexity 

considerations. There is however a continuing research effort to 

improve its efficiency, and we intend to look into that, to try to 

upgrade the performance of the IPG algorithms. What we have 

already verified is that an interactive regime, with the intervention 

of the user at various stages and at different levels, as our methods 

and implemented tools favour, does much to expand such bounds. 

A specific topic for our future research is how to change the 

LOGTELL approach in order to cope with continuous instead of 

discrete time during the generation phase. In addition, much work 

will be dedicated to offer more advanced dramatization resources, 

such as investing more on � � ������� � 	��
��������� �����
 [8,18] and 

improving automatic camera control.  

The range of applications of LOGTELL is still to be fully 

explored. We have used it for entertainment, as well as for design 

and training in the realm of information systems. But the idea of 

making it an auxiliary tool for authors of various forms of artistic 

creation (literature, cinema, interactive TV, etc.), allowing, for 

example, to develop new plots by ��� ����� ���  well-known classic or 

popular works, appears as a most attractive possibility. 
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